Key Fleet Freedom® Features
Businesses can now manage and assist their field employees
in a whole new way.

Punch Clock The new Fleet Freedom® Mobile app & Magellan features enable employees to punch in
and out of work. This means you can see who is currently on shift and working so dispatchers only
assign work to people on shift.
Dispatch Most companies sell dispatch as a separate service. At Fleet Freedom®, we believe Dispatch
is an integral part of managing mobile assets, and have therefore built this service into our platform.
Custom Reports Our reports are fully customizable. Build your reports to track utilization and
maintenance data for vehicles and assets, or review employee productivity data and driver behaviour
reports, all in the comfort of the Fleet Freedom® portal. In addition, you can now run payroll reports
from Fleet Freedom®.
Driver ID This automated tool will display what vehicle or equipment an employee is driving. This is
accomplished by the employee punching in and out on the Android, iOS apps or in-vehicle device.
Garmin & Magellan® Provides comprehensive vehicle support with its Commercial line of Navigation
devices. Receive short messages and dispatches from Fleet Freedom®, and facilitate Driver ID, Punch
Clock and Task delivery.
Trucking Routes Used with the Magellan and Garmin Dezl interface, we can provide dispatch navigation
assistance based on the length, width, weight, and height + hazmat restrictions.
Mobile Optimized The site can be managed from any smartphone or tablet web browser. Run reports,
assign dispatch tasks and see vehicle and employee location, all on the go.
Images This great dispatch aid allows you to upload images of your employees so they are more easily
identifiable in our system. When a vehicle or asset arrives at a location, the Google Street View image is
displayed to give you a visual frame of reference regarding that location.
Hybrid Geo-zones called “Places” in Fleet Freedom®. Compatible hardware automatically receives
coordinate boundaries of geo-zones and updates Fleet Freedom® the second an asset enters/exits..
Simply create your new place in Fleet Freedom®, and we will automatically add it to the hardware
in the field.
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